Abstract -Depth maps are used for rendering novel views in 3-Dimensional (3D) Television systems. When depth maps are compressed using existing codecs, the compression artifacts will cause undesirable distortions in the rendered views. This paper proposes an adaptive bilateral filtering technique to eliminate such artifacts at the receiver end. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method significantly improves the quality of rendered views up to 1.5dB, with minimal increase in complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Texture image and a corresponding depth map is a popular method of representing 3D/Multiview video. The depth map is used as an aid to generate multiple views in a 3D Television (3D-TV) system. In literature, depth maps are processed for different objectives, focusing mainly on improving the depth estimation quality. Joint Bilateral Filtering (JBF) was used in [1] , to align depth maps with its corresponding texture image. In [2] , authors use edge, motion and depth range information to improve the depth estimation in multiview video. The methods described in [1] and [2] focus on the production end of the 3D-TV chain. An initial effort to reconstruct depth maps at the receiving end using a frequentlow-high filter is proposed in [3] . However, the filtering process proposed in [3] lacks the ability to preserve the object structure and thus results in poor rendering quality.
In this paper we propose a Depth Adaptive Joint Bilateral Filter (DA-JBF) to reconstruct compressed depth maps at the decoder. The DA-JBF improves the reconstruction quality of depth maps owing to its inherent edge preserving smoothening ability. However, the distinguishing aspect of the proposed DA-JBF, in comparison to the JBF [1] , is its ability to recover more appropriate depth discontinuities (edges in the depth map). While JBF [1] could recover edge information from its corresponding texture image to a certain extent, it lacks the capability to do so in areas where there are depth discontinuities, but not adequate gradient in the texture image to support it.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section we describe the proposed DA-JBF based method to minimize compression artefacts at the decoder. The proposed method is a derivation of the bilateral filter, proposed in [4] as a non-linear edge preserving and low pass filter. The bilateral filter uses both a closeness filter kernel as well as a similarity filter kernel evaluated on the data values. More formally, for some pixel position p the filtered result B p is given as in the Equation 1.
In Equation 1, I q is the value at pixel position q in the kernel neighborhood ȍ. The filter weight w pq at pixel position q is calculated as,
Where c is the closeness filter kernel and s is the similarity filter kernel. Both c and s are popularly implemented as a Gaussian centred at p and I p (I p is the value at pixel position p) with standard deviations ı c and ı s , respectively as,
When similarity filter kernel of the bilateral filter is derived from a second guided image, the process is known as a joint bilateral filter (JBF). Accordingly the similarity filter kernel in this case (s j ) is implemented as,
Where, p Ĩ and q Ĩ denote the values in the guided image at pixel positions p and q, respectively. An example of such JBF can be found in [1] , where the similarity filter kernel is derived from the corresponding texture image while the depth map is being processed. JBF is used in [1] to align the depth maps with the texture image. When depth maps are compressed, the main artefacts appear at the edges of the depth map. Due to compression, the sharp edges in the depth maps seem to be unevenly blurred. This uneven blurring of depth edges lead to structural distortions in the rendered views. If it is possible to eliminate such uneven blurring at edges, it would lead to high quality rendering of novel views. One option is to use a bilateral filter on the compressed depth map, which would smooth the uneven areas while preserving edges. However, since the edges are already distorted in the compressed depth map, using a simple bilateral filter is not appropriate. The next option is to use JBF, where the similarity filter kernel is derived from the texture image as in [1] . The JBF would lead to more realistic edge recovery in terms of view rendering. The main drawback of the JBF option is that it fails in areas where there is no adequate texture gradient but there is a depth discontinuity. To overcome these problems, we propose a DA-JBF of which the similarity filter kernel s a is defined as follows, 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance, virtual stereoscopic views (left and right eye views) are rendered using the depth maps post processed by different techniques and their corresponding color image. Stereoscopic views are rendered according to the MPEG informative recommendations [5] . The (Peak Signal-toNoise Ratio) PSNR of these rendered views is measured. The depth maps are compressed with the H.264/AVC reference Joint Model (JM) software version 15.1 at 5 different Quantization Parameters (QPs) (22,27,32,37,40). The results are presented at 15fps for two sequences 'Ballet' and 'Breakdancers' and CABAC entropy coding is used. The filter kernel is of size 15x15 and ı s = ı j =0.025 and ı c =21. The performance of the proposed method is compared with the depth maps without any post processing and with those that are processed by a JBF. According to the results presented in the figure 1 , the proposed DA-JBF improves the quality (in PSNR) of rendered views up to 1.3dB for 'Ballet' and 1.5dB for 'Breakdancers'. The gains are more prominent at high bit rates when the edges of the depth maps are still sharp but contains non uniform noise, due to residual coding, that contribute to rendering irregularities. At low bitrates, the rendering distortions are mainly due to the high blurring of edges and hence the gains are only due to the smoothing of non uniform noise around the edges in the depth map. At high bit rates the DA-JBF retains the sharp edges with the aid of the depth map, while the JBF fails to do so, due to the reliance only on the texture image. Therefore, the JBF fails to perform at high bit rates. Even at low bit rates, the JBF will perform only on sequences where there is high contrast in the texture image (sharp luminance edges), such as the 'Ballet' sequence. The JBF performs marginally for 'Breakdancers', in which the contrast is low compared to the 'Ballet' sequence. Visual examples are provided in the figure 2 comparing different methods. The DA-JBF is slightly more complex than the JBF, due to the changes in the similarity filter kernel, but far less complex than the depth reconstruction filter in [3] . Further, the DA-JBF can easily be implemented on a programmable digital signal processor, in a similar way as described in [6] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a non-linear filtering method to recover suitable depth maps for rendering, from the ones corrupted due to compression artifacts. The results suggest that a bilateral filter, whose similarity filter kernel is derived by analyzing both the texture image and the depth map, provides a more robust framework for depth map reconstruction, as compared to the JBF. Thus, the proposed filter can be viewed as a depth adaptive JBF. Rendering quality gains of up to 1.5dB is achieved with the proposed method, with only a marginal increase in the complexity compared to the JBF. It is expected that the proposed DA-JBF will have important use cases in advanced 3D-TV systems that work in bandwidth constrained environments, but requires high quality novel view generation.
